businesses that display this icon. 

COVID-19 Advice: 

Keep Discovering 

Tralee Town, with the majestic backdrop of the Skelligs, is Ireland’s highest mountain pass provides the most dramatic and scenic way of crossing from the north to south coast of the Peninsula. Sea Head is at the westernmost part of the Dingle peninsula and at Dunmore head the westernmost point on Inish. The sea head driving route is a circular driving route beginning and ending in Dingle, the route itself is narrow and winding, it is recommended that the route is travelled clockwise. Enjoy amazing close-up views of the Blasket Islands and distant views of the Skellig Islands on the western horizon.

The Ring of Kerry is a 17-km scenic drive in the Ring Peninsula, the largest of all the Southern Peninsulas and often described as one of the most beautiful parts of Ireland. Begin the scenic drive route from Tralee by heading 2km north and enjoy the rugged and winding coastal road overlooking the Atlantic and Macgillycuddy’s Reeks. The Skellig Ring scenic drive starting at Caherane takes the coastal route to Waterville the然后s through Dingle towns, the views over Blasket Island and Skellig Michael, located just 1.5 km from the mainland. This Wild Atlantic Way journey enjoys 15 impressive discovery points for fantastic photo opportunities along the way. Continue your picturesque drive to Killorglin through the scenic villages of Caherdaniel and Sneem to the Killarney National Park.

Discover More

For more great things to see and do in Tralee, visit DiscoverIreland.ie or scan this QR code: